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DIVISION F - FLORAL EXHIBITS 
The Judge for Division F will be Margaret Trepant  
Flowers may be home grown or purchased.   All classes are exhibits unless otherwise stated. 
Open staging throughout on dove grey coloured fabric. 

OPEN CLASSES 
These classes are open to everyone with a love of flowers. 
Space allowed 61x61cm/24x24ins 
161* Where have all the flowers gone? 
162* A basket of Summer flowers. 
 Butlers Cup 
163* Summer landscape 
 A Petite exhibit  25cm x 25cm x H37cm 
164* A hand-tied bouquet in a glass container 
165* A Box of Jewels 
HMF Faure Challenge Cup for best exhibit in classes 161-164 

CLASSES FOR NOVICES 
Open to exhibitors who have never won a first prize in this novice class before. 
Space allowed 61x61cm/24x24ins 
176* Summer circle 
177* Fiery flowers 
178* Rose garden 
Cheramy Cup - highest amount of prize money in classes 176-178 

NAFAS INTERPRETIVE CLASSES 
To be judged in accordance with the NAFAS Competitions Manual, 2015 edition, a copy of 
which is available on request.   The Judge’s decision is final. 
Space allowed 76cm x 61cm/30ins wide x 24ins deep for each class. 

180* Platinum Jubilee 
 Harris Cup 
181* Double Decker 
182* Back to Basics - an exhibit which does not use floral foam 
183* Summer madness 
184* Ever Decreasing Circles - a contemporary exhibit 
Kettle Challenge Cup awarded for best exhibit in classes 180-184.  Judge’s decision 

Astley Beer Cup - Judge’s choice from any class - the exhibit the Judge would like to 
take home 
Claygate Floral Cup for the highest amount of prize money in classes 161-184 
Claygate Floral Club’s people’s choice - a voucher, awarded to the exhibit with the most 
votes from visitors to the Show.
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